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BROADBAND-TESTING
Broadband-Testing is Europe’s foremost independent network testing facility and consultancy
organisation for broadband and network infrastructure products.
Based in Andorra, Broadband-Testing provides extensive test demo facilities. From this base,
Broadband-Testing provides a range of specialist IT, networking and development services to
vendors and end-user organisations throughout Europe, SEAP and the United States.
Broadband-Testing is an associate of the following:
Limbo Creatives (bespoke software development)
Broadband-Testing Laboratories are available to vendors and end-users for fully independent
testing of networking, communications and security hardware and software.
Broadband-Testing Laboratories operates an Approval scheme which enables products to be
short-listed for purchase by end-users, based on their successful approval.
Output from the labs, including detailed research reports, articles and white papers on the latest
network-related technologies, are made available free of charge on our web site at
HTTP://www.broadband-testing.co.uk
Broadband-Testing Consultancy Services offers a range of network consultancy services
including network design, strategy planning, Internet connectivity and product development
assistance.
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INTRODUCTION: OPTIMISING SMB NETWORKS, BIG
BUTS AND THE ONSET OF IPV6...
There's nothing new about Load-Balancing or Application Delivery Control (L-B/ADC).
The requirement - and solutions - have been around since the start of the .com
movement and are every bit as relevant today as they were then. However, historically,
the benefits of load-balancing and application acceleration, while clearly advantageous to
any user who accesses data and applications stored in a data centre or server farm
(wherever that may be) – and who doesn’t – have been restricted to Enterprise and
above. L-Bs were expensive - many still are - and designed to optimise expensive arrays
of servers and their data. But - and this is a 'big but' - server prices, on a bang per buck
basis, have fallen enormously over the past decade, so you can now get big power for
small money.

Figure 1 – A Modern Load-Balancer Deployment

What this means is that smaller businesses are able to buy into serious server
horsepower and, remember, small-medium businesses (SMBs) account for around 93% of
all IT business users. Moreover, their IT requirements are every bit as critical as those of
a multi-national, to them at least. It therefore makes sense that SMBs, too, want to
optimise their networks or, ensure that their hosting company is optimising their servers
at their remote location, cloudy or otherwise. But - another 'big but' - is it realistic to pay
tens of thousands of dollars for optimising technology when the servers themselves are
costing a fraction of that?
Of course not. Which is where Kemp Technology comes into play. The company has
created a range of L-B/ADC appliances which are designed to be cost-effective for the
SMB market and lower-tier service providers/hosters. The idea is to play the 90:90 rule;
offer the customer 90% of the features of the top-end competitors - ones that they use
90% of the time - for a fraction of the price of buying into the '100:100' products. It just
makes good old-fashioned sense - give the customer what they want at a price they can
afford - server and network optimisation for the masses.
So does this mean short-changing the users in terms of functionality and performance?
Not at all. In its most basic form, an L-B/ADC directs application users to the best
available server. It also manages online/offline server behaviour, re-routing traffic as
required, while distributing user/application requests in as optimal a fashion as possible.
This is the case whether the L-B/ADC is £3,000 or £30,000.
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KEMP TECHNOLOGIES: LOADMASTER PRODUCT
OVERVIEW
Kemp provides a range of both physical and virtual LoadMaster L-B/ADC products.
The appliance range runs from the LM-2200 offering 4xGigabit Ethernet ports, around a
gigabit of throughput and 200 SSL transactions per second (claimed) through to the LM5500 with 18xGigabit Ethernet (and optional 2x10GbE) ports, a claimed 6Gbps maximum
throughput and up to 10,000 SSL transactions per second. In the middle of the range is
the LM-3600, the focus of our testing here, supporting a claimed 3.4Gbps of L4 and
2.9Gbps of L7 throughput (from 8xGigabit Ethernet ports) and 5,000 SSL transactions per
second.
Regardless of the appliance model, all are designed to offer the following features and
functionality:
Layers 4-7 Load Balancing (with several L-B methodology options)
Content Switching
Server Persistence
SSL Offload/Acceleration
Windows Terminal Services load balancing and persistence with Session Directory
integration
Application Front-end (Caching, Compression and IPS security)
Industry leading price/performance value

Figure 2 – Kemp LM-3600

The LM-3600 under test here is described by Kemp as an advanced application delivery
controller with Layer 7 content switching and integrated ASIC-based SSL acceleration.
The hardware itself is based around an Intel Quad Core processor with 4GB of memory. It
is designed to intelligently and efficiently distribute user traffic and offload and accelerate
Layer 7 applications such as SSL security and content, to optimize web and application
servers, ensuring users get the best experience possible. By this, Kemp defines the LM3600 as:
Providing 99.999% high-availability of application servers and removes SLB as
single point of failure.
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Figure 4 – How The Virtual LoadMaster Works
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IPv6 - Clients

IPv6 Servers

On the LM-3600 we created a basic configuration with simple L4 and L7 rules to use
during the testing. Throughout the testing we did not adjust the configuration, so this was
a real-world test scenario, in line with how an IT department would deploy the
LoadMaster, rather than reconfiguring optimally for each test as is sometimes the case;
hardly real-world in that scenario...
Since the focus was on throughput, we created http traffic using a 100KB transaction file.
This would naturally limit the number of transactions per second achievable compared
with using a much smaller file size, but did enable us to reach maximum potential
throughput as quickly as possible, while still using a realistic file size. In all cases we were
looking to push the device under test until we saw packet loss occur, so results are based
on zero or minimal packet loss.

The Throughput Tests
IPv4 Layer 4: Gigabit Connection
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Figure 6 – IPv4 L4 Gigabit Test
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IPv4: L4 4xGig Connections - Throughput (bytes)
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Figure 8 – IPv4 L4: 4xGigabit (bidirectional) Test

IPv4 Layer 7: 4 x Gigabit (bidirectional) Connections
We repeated the multi-port test with IPv4 at Layer 7, pushing until we did start to see
some packet loss in this case, but at this point we were almost at 3Gbps in transparent
mode, thereby exceeding Kemp's own published figures for Layer 7 performance with the
LM-3600.
This fell slightly to around 2.7Gbps with NAT enabled, but still an excellent result. CPU
utilisation "max'd" at around 65% during this series of tests - so still lots of headroom.

IPv4: L7 4xGig Connections - Throughput (bytes)
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Figure 9 – IPv4 L7: 4xGigabit (bidirectional) Test
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Comparing IPv4 Performance With IPv6
If we now look at Layer 7 performance with IPv4 and IPv6 side by side, we see that there
is effectively zero performance degradation when moving from the former to the latter.

IPv4 vs IPv6: L7 Gig Conn - Throughput (bytes)
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Figure 12 – Comparing IPv4 With IPv6 Performance

In some instances we see that IPv6 performance was actually better, test-on-test than
with IPv4, with only the gigabit test with NAT enabled showing any remotely significant
relative performance loss - around 80Mbps - less than 10% in other words.
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